“POST CONFLICT: CAN JUS POST BELLUM PROMOTE TRANSFORMATIVE JUSTICE?”

INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR, 26th April 2018
Room Sala d’Actes 4th floor, New Building
Faculty of Law, University of Barcelona

Project 2016RICIP00005 about “And after war what? Jus Post Bellum as a tool of peacebuilding and to promote transformative justice”

9.30-10h Conference introduction
Dr. Mar Campins Eritja, professor of International Public Law and Vice-dean of Research and International Relations at the Faculty of Law at the University of Barcelona
Mr. Xavier Maslorens, President of the Institut Català Internacional per la Pau

10-10.45h Transformative and Non-Transformative Jus Post Bellum
Dr. Jens Iverson, Assistant Professor of International Law, Grotius Center for International Legal Studies, Leiden University

Moderator: Jennifer Easterday

10.45-11.15h coffee break

11.15-12.15h Panel: Challenges for peacebuilding
Responsibility to Protect and the Responsibility to Rebuild
Mark Freeman, director of Institut For Integrated Transitons (IFIT)
Guarantees of non-repetition
Alexander Mayer-Rieckh, expert on security sector reform and transitional justice

Moderator: Dr. Aitor Díaz Anabitarte

12.15-13.30h Panel: Transformative justice
From Transitional Justice to Transformative Justice: a step forward towards Positive Peace
Dr. Farid Benavides, professor of Blanquerna, International Relations School
Transformative justice as a precondition to transitional justice in Afghanistan?
Dr. Huma Saeed, research consultant

Moderator: Dra. Elisenda Calvet Martínez

13.30-14h Closing
Dr. Pere Vilanova, professor of Political Science, University of Barcelona

Rapporteur of the seminar: Patricia Enssle, PhD Candidate of Political Science